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Cellular automata have some useful characteristics because of the uniformity of the 
cellular structure. Here we use geometrical codings to design fault tolerant cellular 
automata which simulate given cellular automata. First, the concept of a group graph 
is introduced as a mathematical description of the cellular structure. Geometrical 
codings are then defined using its algebraic properties. Under the condition of K- 
separated misoperation, i.e., at each state transition at most one cell in any K-neighbor- 
hood of the cellular space can possibly misoperate, it is possible to design cellular 
automata which have detection capabity or correction capability. Some examples are 
also presented using the two-dimensional l ttice and the hexagonal cellular space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cellular automata may be regarded as one of the simple mathematical models 
of the nerve networks in the brain. By the study of this field, we can expect o develop 
new powerful methods in the field of information processing. 
Several interesting results on the learning, the self-organization, and associative 
memory problems have been reported in the literature. (See Eg. (7)). On studying 
these problems, we find that one of the important problems is to organize a reliable 
system utilizing unreliable lements--as in the case of the brain. 
It is well known physiologically that thousands of neurons die out in a day and 
that the individual neuron is not reliable, but that the behavior of the brain is relatively 
stable and reliable (8). Therefore it is very important to discover how such a processing 
capability can be established and use this principle in information processing systems. 
Until now, many discussions have appeared on the error detection and correction 
problems of an automaton--both by means of the probabilistic approach (1), (2), 
(3), (4), and the algebraic approach (5), (6), etc. - -but hey do not take into account 
the structure of the machine. 
In this paper, we show some construction methods for cellular automata which 
can correct or detect any errors. We use the idea of (9), where the characteristics 
of the uniformity of the array are fundamental to the coding. 
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2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Generally, the connections of a neuron network may be very complicated, but 
we assume here that as a mathematical model it is represented by some regular graph. 
The concept of a group graph is very useful for representing regular graphs because 
almost all important networks can be expressed by it. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be any group and let H be any finite subset. A graph 
Gu = (G, Eu) with node set G and edge set En is called a group graph if it satisfies 
the relations 
Vgi, gj ~ G, (g~, g~) ~ Eu .~ gTXg~  H. 
By choosing G and H appropriately, various kinds of regular graph can be defined. 
In  this paper, we treat the fundamental group graphs, which are shown in Fig. 1. 
H = ~( - i ,  o), (o, o), ( l ,  o), 
(0, -I), (0, 1)} 
(a) 2-dlmensional lattice 
G = [a,b,c l a2=b2=c2=e,abc =oba} 
H =[e, a, b,c] 
(b) Hexagonal array 
FIG. 1. Examples of the group graph. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let H = (hi, h 2 . . . . .  h/e } and let xt(g) be the state variable ofcel lg 
at time t. The neighborhood of cell g is denoted by Nu(g) = (gk-f 1, gk-~ x..... gk~ x) 
and the next state x~+t(g) is given as 
x*+~(g) = f(Nn(x~(g))) 
= x ~ h-1 f (  (g ~ ), xt(gh~ ) .... , x*(gh-~)). (1) 
The function f in Eq. (1) is called the local function and xt+X(g) is sometimes denoted 
simply by x'(g). A cellular automaton can be uniquely determined by the cellular 
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structure GH, the cell state set Q, and the local funct ionf  and is denoted as the 4-tuple 
M = (G,Q, H,f) .  A configuration of the machine M is defined to be a mapping 
c: G -+ Q and the set of these configurations is denoted by C. From the local function f, 
the global function M: C -+ C is defined as follows, t For any g ~ G, 
M(c)(g) = f(c(gh11), c(gh~Z),..., c(gh-~l)) = c'(g). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let M = (G,Q, H, f )  and /~r = (~,0 , /~ , f )  be any cellular 
automata. _~ is said to simulate M if there exists a mapping ~:  C ~ C which makes 
the following diagram (where C and C are the sets of the configurations of .h~ and M, 
respectively) commutative, a 
r ,C  
Let us consider the problem of constructing a machine 21~ = (~, Q , / t , f )  which 
simulates a given cellular automaton M ~ (G, Q, H, f )  and still has error correction 
or detection capabilities. 
In the cellular space, we shall consider errors to be classified into three classes: 
(1) Errors of the local function (logical circuits), 
(2) Errors of the cell information (memory elements), 
(3) Errors of the detection function (detection circuits). 
We shall assume here that all three types of errors occur. However, generally speaking, 
the correction or detection of cell errors is difficult if they happen at random on the 
cellular space. Therefore, we assume the condition of K-separated misoperation 
(K-sm condition) and the condition of K-separated error (K-se condition). Let K 
be a finite connected subset of G containing the origin e and let K(g) be the translation 
g -  K of K from e tog.  
DEFINITION 2.4 [l 1]. A cellular space is said to behave under the K-sm condition 
if at most one celt in the area K(g), for any g E G, possibly misoperates at each state 
transition. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A cellular space is said to behave under the K-se condition if 
at most one cell in the area K(g), for any g c G, is possibly in error at each state 
transition. 
1 We denote the global function simply by M so as to avoid confusion. 
q) is sometimes called a behavioral homomorphism [10, 11]. 
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. - -  - -  
E 
\ 
K = {e,a,ab,ac} 
FIG. 2. An  example of K-separated error. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of K-separated error, where hatched cells are the erroneous 
cells. 
On constructing machine _/l~, the cell information of M must be coded into the 
one of 21~r. Let us define the cell information ~ of 2~r to be the d-fold product of Q, 
i.e., ~ = Qa. We denote the cell state of cell g of h~r by 2(g) and its components 
by (xl(g), x2(g) ..... xa(g)) if necessary. Let ~bg, be the translation operator such that 
~bg,(g) = gg'. Given I = (g l ,  g~ ..... ga) in G a, we define the coding ~bt: Q--+ Qa as 
~bt(x(g)) = (x(~bgrl(g)) , x($or~(g)) ..... x(~baz~(g)) 
= (x(gg~a), x(gg-~ 1) ..... x(gg~l)) 
and define the behavioral homomorphism q~ as 
~(s = Pr~,(2(g)) = x(gg;1), 
where Pr means the projection. It is probable that more than one component of 
such as xl(g), x~(g) ..... xa(g) may break down at the same transition step even if the 
K-sm condition is assumed. Therefore, if the cell information is coded into the same 
cell of ~r, for example ~b(e, e, e), not all the errors of ~ can be detected even though 
much information is copied. (See Fig. 3.) 
In this paper, we present general theories for constructing cellular automata (a) 
which can detect any errors, (b) which can correct any errors. 
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M 
g 
~(e ,e,e'l). 
{o) 9(e,e,e)-coding 
FIG. 3. 
M g 
ggl -i g 
qJ (e,~l ,ga) 
(b) ~P(e, g,g) - coding. 
Examples of the coding schemes. 
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3. DESIGN OF THE MACHINE WITH ]~RROR DETECTION CAPABILITY 
This machine must be designed to detect any errors of types (1), (2), (3) under 
the K-se condition. When we take f I  as the set K the detection eed be done using 
only the cell information in K and utilizing the fact that the functions of all the ceils 
are identical. We now show that the machine with error detection capability can be 
realized with the cell state 0 = Q • Q. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a commutative group, and let K be such that for any cell g 
there exists a cell g' such that K(g') ~ {g, ggx}. Then for any given cellular automaton 
M we can use (1 : (e, g)) to construct a cellular automaton ~ which simulates M and 
can detect any errors under the K-se condition. 
Proof. The following two cases (Fig. 4) arise for our proof. 
(a) g' :~ g and g' if- ggl 9 
From the condition K(g ' )D {g, ggl} it is possible to design the detection function 
such that the cell information xl(g ) and x2(ggl) are compared by the cell g'. We 
further have K(g'g~ -1) contains {gg~l, g}. Therefore the x2(g) and xx(gg; 1) ca~ be 
compared by the detection function of the cell g,g-1. By these conditions, all types 
of errors are detected as follows. 
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g%_~ g,g(t q g, gg~ 
(a) q'# gAg'r gg,t 
ggft ggl 
(b) g': g 
FIG. 4. Error detection scheme. 
(i) Errors of the cell information. By the K-se condition, they are correctly 
detected by the cell g' or g,g~X. 
(ii) Errors of the local function. By the K-se condition, they induce the 
K-separated errors after the state transition. Therefore, this case is reduced to 
Case (i). 
(iii) Errors of the detection function. I f  the detection function misoperates 
even though the cell information is correct, then the error signal occurs at cell g' 
and it is looked on as an error of cell g'. 
We must pay attention to the fact that, when the cell information to be compared 
is different, the detection cell is always correct by the K-se condition. 
(b) g '  = g. 
From the condition K(g)D {g, ggl}, it is possible to design the detection function 
such that the cell information xl(g ) and x2(ggl) are compared by both cells g and ggl. 
(i) Errors of the cell information of g. By the K-se condition, they :are 
correctly detected by cell ggl or gg~. 
(ii) Errors of the local function. They are reduced to Case (i). 
(iii) Errors of the detection function. When both the cell information error 
and this type occur, the former can be correctly detected as in Case (i). Therefore 
we have only to check the case that only the detection function misoperates. This 
can be looked on as an error of the cell itself. 
I f  the detection can be done by more than two different cells, then this property 
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also holds under the K-sm condition. Therefore, in Case (b), the lemma holds on 
substituting the K-se condition for the K-sm condition. I 
Next we will show some examples. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any given M = (Z 2, Q,/ /1 , f )  with/ /1 the von Neumann 
neighborhood, let us define 21~ 1 = (Z 2, ~), H 1 , f )  as follows: 
0 = (Q u {F}) • (Q u {F}), 
where F means the error signal. The next states A'(i , j )  and B'(i, j) 
A'(i, j)] ([A(i,J)l, [A(i - -  1,j)], [A ( i , j - -  1) [A(i + 1,j)] [A( i , j  + 1) ] { 
are caleulated by the local function which depends on the detection circuits and 
is designed as follows. 
Case 1. If A(i , j )  = B(i -- 1,j) and A(i + 1,j) = B(i,j), then 
A'(i , j)  = f (A( i , j ) ,  A(i  -- 1,j), A( i , j  - -  1), A(i + 1,j), A( i , j  + 1)), 
B'(i , j)  = f (B( i , j ) ,  B(i - -  1,j), B( i , j  - -  1), B(i + 1,j), B(i , j  + 1)), 
where we augment f by stipulating that error signals propagate, f(. . . ,F,. . .)  = F. 
Case 2. If A( i , j )  @ B(i -- 1, j)or A(i  + 1,j) @ B(i,j), thenA'( i , j )  = B'(i, j) = F. 
I 
I ] B (i-1, j+l )  [ 
I 
B 1i-1,1-1) IB(i 
I 
FIG. 5. 
I 
B {i+1,]+1)1 
I 
] 
I 
Error detection scheme of _~r 1 , 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let _~I 1 be defined from M using Definition 3.1 and ~b t for I = 
((0, 0), (--1, 0)) and let K((i, j)) be {( i -  1,j), (i,j)}. Then ~I can detect any errors 
under the K-sm condition. 
Proof. The coding schema for M 1 is shown in Fig. 5, where dotted (hatched) cells 
have the same signal. When errors first occur, they must satisfy the K-sm condition, 
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by assumption. The errors of the detection circuit are surely detected by Lemma 3.1, 
and therefore the error not detected can be regarded as a cell information error. At the 
next transition step, they can be detected by the condition rA( i , j )  v~ B( i  - -  1,j) 1 
or rA(i  + 1),j) @ B( i , j )  7. | 
This method holds independently of the shape of the local function and the 
dimension of the cellular space. Therefore, it can be applied to more general attice 
structures. We next present he example as for the hexagonal array. 
Let G be a group (a, b, c/a s = b 2 = c ~ ----- e, abc = cba} and let H be {e, a, b, c}. 
Then the hexagonal array can be represented by the group graph Gn 9 G is a non- 
abelian group, but by Lemma 3.2, if we use the eodings such that I contains (e, ab), 
(e, bc), etc. Lemma 3.1 holds also. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G o be the subgroup of G -~ {a, b, c [ a 2 ---- b 2 ---- c 2 = e, abc = cba} 
generated by (e, (ab), (ab) -1, (cb), (cb)-l). Then G o is isomorphic to thegroup Z ~ = {(i,j)}. 
Proof. From the relation 
(ab)(cb) ~- (abc)b -~ (cba)b = (cb)(ab), 
any element of G o can be written in the form 
(ab)m(cb)" = (cb)"(ab) m. 
Let us set (ab) = p and (cb) = q and define zr: G O --+ Z 2 as 
9 r(p) ~-~ (1, 0), ~r(q) = (0, l). 
Then we can show that the mapping ~r is an isomorphism. | 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any given M = (G, Q, H ' , f ) ,  let us define 2~r~ = (G, ~, H' ,  f )  
as  
(~ ~- (O U (F)) • (Q ~) (F)), H '  = {g, ga, gb, gc) 
and 
- ( [  ]A(g) [A(ga)], [A(gb)], [A(gc)]] = [A'(g)] 
f \tB(g)J [B(gb)] I B(gc)J] ' tB(ga)J tB'(g)] '  
where A'(g)  and B'(g) are calculated by the following functions according to the 
results of the detection circuits. (See Fig. 6). 
Case 1. I fA(ga)  = B(gb), then 
A'(g) = f (A(g) ,  A(ga), A(gb), A(gc)), 
B'(g) = f (B(g) ,  B(ga), B(gb), B(gc)). 
Case 2. If A(ga) v ~ B(gb), then A'(g)  = B'(g) = F. 
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FIG. 6. Error detection scheme of M2 9 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let ~i be defined from M using Definition 3.2, and ~b I for I = 
(e, ab), and let K(g) be {g, ga, gb}. Then 29I~ can detect any errors under the K-se condition. 
The next example is the one constructed using the embedding method, where 
the property that the lattice structure can be embedded into the hexagonal array 
is utilized. This depends on the following mathematical property. 
By Lemma 3.2, G can be represented by the union of two residue classes modulo 
G O such as 
G = GoUbG o . 
Choosing H = {e, cb, ab, bc, ba}, we can embed two isomorphic lattice networks 
into the space G. 
DEFINITION 3.3. For any given M=(Z2,  Q, H I , f )  (where Hj is the von 
Neumann-type neighborhood), let us define _~ra = (G, 0 , / z / , ] )  as 
and 
where 
0 =9 xP ,  P={T,F} ,  
ITI = {e, cb, ab, bc, ba, b}, 
= [f(A(g), A(gcb), A(gabl, A(gbc), A(gba)l] 
p 
p = IT  if A(g)= A(gb), 
otherwise. 
57I/~x[2-3 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let us code configuration C of M into configuration C of ff/I 3 as 
follows. 
C((ab)"*(bc)") = ~((ab)'(bc)'b) = C(m, n). 
Then cellular automaton ]VI 3 can detect any errors if  at most one error occurs in the 
area {g, g " b}. 
Proof. By means of the coding scheme, the local functions of the cell g and gb 
are calculated using the same local configuration such that the first components 
satisfy 
x'(g) = f (x(g), x(gab), x(gba), x(gcb), x(gbc)) 
= f(x(gb), x(ga), x(gbab), x(gc), x(gbcb)) 
z x'(gb). 
Therefore, any errors can be detected by either the g or the gb cell (see Fig. 7). | 
Fro. 7. The coding scheme by means of the embedding. 
4. DESIGN OF THE MACHINE WITH ERROR CORRECTION CAPABILITY 
In the case of error correction, each error information must be replaced by the 
correct information and the local function must always be calculated using the correct 
cell information in order to preserve the K-separated error condition. We present 
a design method of 3~ by means of the minimal cell states. For this purpose, it is 
necessary to require K(g) to include the neighborhood Nn(g). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I be a suitable 3-tuple (e, g l ,  g2) and let Ct be the coding to construct 
a machine M = (G, ~, tTI, f ) f rom M. I f  for any element g' of Nn(g), each component 
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X # of the cell information s i.e., x(g ), x2(g'), xa(g') is copied by ~b I into at least three 
different cells in K(g), then we can design fill so as to correct any errors under the K-sm 
condition. 
Proof. Let K = NB(e ) = (Nn(e) W NH(g~ -x) W Nn(g~X)) 9 {e, gl , gz). Let m denote 
the majority function, and let Di(x(g)) be defined when I = (e, g l ,  g2) as follows. 
D,(x(g)) = (xl(g), x~(ggl), xa(gg2)), 
D~(x(g)) = D~(x(gg~i)), 
n3(x(g)) = Dl (x (gg71) ) .  
Then define the local function of ~r as 
.~'(g) =/((Nsl(~o)) 
=/(s ~(gf~;~),..., ~(g~l))  
t f'(gq r"i(g'~-iq [",(g'~:)] ) 
: i  . . . . .  
\ s Lx3(ghi-1)] L~(j771)J 
- f [m(Di (x (g) ) ) ,  m(D,(x(ghTi)))  ..... m(Dl(x(ghT~)))]-  
= f[m(D~(x(g))) ,  m(D2(x(ghT')) ) ..... m(D2(x(ghTi)))] 
f [m(D3(x(g))) ,  m(Da(x(ghT'))) ..... m(Dz(x(ghT~)))]_ 
This is possible because K(g) includes all the necessary cell information. 
The coding scheme is shown in Fig. 8. 
Error correction of the cell g is performed by the following procedures. 
At first the majority function m(Di(x(ghTX))) is calculated using the logical circuit 
of the cell g. Here, two cases arise for our proof: 
(a) I f  the majority function is correct, then the erroneous information is 
corrected and the local function can be operated using only the correct information. 
In this case if the local function is incorrect, then an error may occur at the next 
time, but the K-se condition is preserved because all the other cells in K(g) behave 
correctly by means of the K-sm condition. 
(b) If the majority function is erroneous, then an error may occur the next 
time. In this case other cells in K(g) perform correctly by the K-sm condition; 
therefore, their information is all correct. 
In both cases, the K-se condition is preserved, at least, and any error may be 
corrected at some time. 
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gh-~ 1 91 Qh-tt g2 
,q . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
D(x t (gh',l 1 )1 tL------.-J ~___~'---~ 
9 ! 
I ' 
I)(x. lgn~ 1) t_ _ _"-~'7":F"~'_.t D(~I (gh '2) )  
gh ~g5 NH(g) 
D (xt(gh-31 ) ) 
Fzc. 8. 
. . . .  
u-~,  9 ;.I . . . .  t 
! 
9 " i  
, : I_ 
t I . . . . .  -I 
I 
1 - : 
-ig -~ gh3 I gh~g~ 
Coding scheme for error correction. 
-g; i 
i .~77-~ 
gh~ g2 
K{g) 
By the K-sm condition, the local function is correct except that one cell has the 
erroneous majority function. Therefore, the K-separated error condition is kept. 
In both cases, the K-se condition is kept, and therefore any error can be corrected 
at some time. II 
DEFINITION 4.1. For any M = (Z~,Q, H, I ) ,  let us define ~r 5 = (Z*, 0, /q , f )  
as follows, where A(i), B(i), C(i) mean the first, the second, and the third components 
of the cell i and / z /= Ks is the 17-element template shown in Fig. 9. 
=Q •  •  and f :~17~0 by 
A'(i, j) =f (m[A( i , j ) ,  B ( i -  1,j), C( i -  1,j + 1)], m[A(i, j  + 1), B( i -  1, j 4- 1), 
C(i -- 1,j  + 2)], m[A(i -- 1,j), B(i -- 2,j), C(i -- 2 , j  + 1)], 
m[A(i, j  -- 1), B(i -- 1,j -- 1), C(i -- 1,j)], m[A(i + l , j),  
B(i,j), C(i, j  + 1)]); 
B'(i , j)  =f (m[A( i  + 1,j), B(i,j), C(i , j  4- 1)], m[A(i + 1,j 4- 1), B( i , j  + 1), 
C(i,j + 2)], m[A(i,j), B(i -- 1,j), C(i -- 1,j 4- 1)], m[A(i q- 1,j  -- 1), 
B(i , j  -- t), C(i,j)], m[A(i + 2,j), B(i 4- 1,j), C(i 4- I , j  q- 1)]); 
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r- . . . . . .  
i 
I 
i 
I 
l i -2 , j+1  
L L -3 , J  . . . .  
I 
i - l , j+2  i , j+2  L . . . . . .  
i - l , j+ l  i , j+ l  i+ I ,  j §  t_ . . . . . .  
i - l , j  i , j  i+ l , j  i+2 , j  
FIo. 9. 
. . . . .  ~ '1, j - t  i + 1 , j -1 i_-'l'2L_-J" ! 
I I 
i ,  j -2  i+ l , j -2  
The shape o f  the  template  K5 9 
C'(i, j) =f (m[A( i  + 1,j  -- 1), B( i , j  -- 1), C(i,j)], m[A(i 4- 1,j), B(i,j), 
C( i , j  + 1)], m[A(i , j  --  1), B(i --  1, j  -- 1), C(i -- 1,j)], 
m[A(i + 1, j  --  2), B( i , j  --  2), C(i , j  -- 1)], m[A(i + 2 , j  --  1, 
B(i + 1 , j -  1), C(i + 1,j)]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let ](4 s be defined from M using Definition 4.1 and ~b t for I = 
((0, 0), (--1, 0), (--1, 1)). Then 1915 can correct any K :sm errors. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For any M = (G ,Q,H , f ) ,  let us define ~r 6 = (G,O, t71,f), 
where/7 is the 18-element template K 6 shown in Fig. 10, as 
0 =Q •  •  and f :0  18--+0 by 
A'(g) = f(m[A(g), n(gab), C(gac)], m[A(ga), B(gaba), C(gaca)], 
m[A(gb), B(ga), C(gac)], m[A(ge), B(gabc), C(ga))]); 
B'(g) = f(m[A(gba), B(g), C(gbc)], m[A(gb), B(ga), C(gacb)], 
m[A(gbab), B(gb), C(gbcb)], m[A(gcab), B(gc), C(gb)]); 
C'(g) = f(m[A(gca), B(geb), C(g)], m[A(gc), B(gcba), C(ga)], 
m[A(gabc), B(gc), C(gb)], m[A(gcac), B(gcbc), C(gc)]). 
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I 
goco gobo 
t ,, gbca ,, go ,gabc 
gbc g gcb 
I gb i gc ~__~-gobc  
Fic. 10. The shape of the template K s . 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 29I 6 be defined f rom M using Definition 4.2, and ~b t for I = 
(e, ba, bc) and let K s ~- IYI. Then 2~I s can correct any Ks-sin errors. | 
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